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1XHTRODUCTIQH
Psychologists have explored factors which influence validity
jud#nente of syllogisms and also factors which determine the formation
of voxW associations in airaple and complex learning tasks. Tha
following: experiment is an attempt to brine these two areas together
It/ inv . . tigatin^ the role of mediated associations in syllogistic
reasoning, Pairod-a»sooiate (?A) iaediation paradigms are structurally
identical to syllogistic figures, and it can be hypothesized that those
factors which facilitate raediation should also facilitate the validity
judgment of syllogisms* If similar associative processes occur in PA
learning and also in syllogistic reasoning! then a precise behavioral
analysis of reasoning, which is based on a wide variety of verbal
learning studies, can be undertaken.
Paired-Aa^ciatc Learning
Nediational . Paradi/3aaj~ The thx-se-stage PA paradigm results from
associating two initially unpaired elements with a third element, then
investigating facilitation of learning between the previously unpaired
item©, i description of the four variants of the three-stage paradigm is
given in Appendix I. For example, in the forward chain paradigm in Appendix
It learning B as a response to and C as a response to fi will facilitate
learning £ as a response to A
—
h has mediated the A—C association.
Extensive research lias not only established the facilitative effects of
raodiated association (Jenkins, 1963) t but that the four paradigms differ
in their facilitative effects (Kjeldergaard and Korton, I960} Korton and
Hartaan, 1963; Peterson and Blattnor, 19&3; Peterson, Colavita, :heahan,
2and Blattner, 1964). Greatest facilitation hoc been found with forward
chain models and leant facilitation in backward :aodelc. According to
Jenkins (1963) and Kjeldergaard and Ilorton (i960), the predominance of
baa;v<i.
.
.relations clicitc limited associative arousal and hence
intermediate facilitation should be encountered with S- and -equivalent
paradi07x: which each contain one backward association. Interference
effecte in the I^iquivalont model may occur because two different verbal
reaponaaa must be made to the mediating tern* If these responses are
both hi^h in 5's verbal hierarchy, then roBponee competition exiotc.
The rank order of paradigms aa to their potential for facilitating
raediation is, from greatest to least facilitation: forward chain,
C—equivalence, R-equivalenco, and reverse chain.
Meaning ulneuu,— KoGehee and SchulB (l?6l), Horton (l9t>4)» and
Peterson, et. al. (19^4) have tfiven ctrong oupport to the hypothesis
that a proportionality exists between meaaingfulnoss of elements and
the dftgree of uediated facilitation. First order interactions of
oeaaiu^fulnees with paradigm, although suggestive , were not statistically
significant*
While meamagfulnees in the above studies was genetically defineo
as the decree to which a word will elicit another word, various
operational definitions were used* McGehee and £chulfe (19&1) used free
association values between word pairc. In brief, in a iWC, A-B, A-£
forward ohain aG<i-uencc, C was the aoet frequent association to B, which
in turn waa most frequently elicited "by u f but C ;;as not anson^ the ten
^ioet frequently associated worths to A. Uorton (1964) used Noble (1952)
3production value norm to segregate two levele of cleaningfulness of
B elements with moderate levels for A and C terns. In this case,
production value refers to the number of term elicited by a single
Btinulut within a given period of tie© and not, aa with association
norms, the habit strength of any single Ml association.
Since verbal mediation, as pointed out by Underwood and Cchuls
(i960), is a two-phase process comprised of response acquisition and an
lei link-up (associative) stage, then greater raeanin&fulness as defined
\jy habit strength (free-association) norms should logically insure greater
initial link-up of 5-1: elements prior to the second oediational phase*
The S~R elements should be more easily associated during list acquisition,
and they should show considerably greater resistance to extinction
(time lapse, presentation of other paired-associates), than associates
not naturally occurring in £*s response hierarohy. On the other hand, a
hi^h-produotion mediator bears no systematic associative relation to
either the £ or £ elements, sad most link-ups can be assumed to occur
because of the experimental procedure and not as previously acquired
language habits In addition, if several response words are higher in
the associative hierarchy of tho PBli&to- _ than is the element £, then
inhibition of the aediationai process may actually bo experienced through
interference of non-relevant terms. In briof then, associative norms,
as an index of meaning, are more specific than production value norms
to tho nature of mediational links and will be used in the present
study as definition of saeaninfjfulnese*
4Inter-AcrruiEition-rtage Interval ( lASl ).—Another variable of
consequence for mediation hac been the time lapse between the two
acquisition stages of the paradigm. If the factors producing forgettiaf
operate during the acquisition of mediated associations, then the
facilitative effects due to mediation would be expeoted to decrease ac
the length of the delay intervals is increased* Peterson (196^), using
nonsense syllables in a PA task, found strong support for this b^pothosie.
lender low-meaningful materials, facilitation was found with lA?Is of 0.0
and 2.0 see., but not with an IASI of 8.0 sec. «ith hi^inaaniii^ful
materials, facilitation was found M all three levels of EMS* Ho
paradi.:?natic effects were under investigation*
interpolated rventa.— Whereas extensive research has been
devoted to the effects of interpolated events on retention of non-
meuiated tasks, this variable has received little attention within the
context of mediation. However, If mediation is a response prooese, then
non-essential tasks, such as oountin& backward or reading an irrelevant
passage, should also result in interference to the learning process,
and a corresponding reduction in facilitative effects.
formal ryUoffistng
;;yllo*detic "i^uro .— formal cyllo/jisic consists of three
ctatoEjents, two premises (P, andP-*) and a conclusion (CC). In determining
the validity of a oyllo;;iera, the '-nrjoner's task ie to judge whether
the conclusion can validly be drawn from the information given in the
preceding two premises. ?or example,
5B C
P-j All cats are animals*
A B
P? f<ome tigeru are cats*
A C
CC Com tigers are not animals.
is an invalid syllogism.
Whereas the qualifiers B. and £ do not affect validity, the order
of these elements uoeu affect the validity* ?**e conclusion is always
in the order of where A is the subject of the conclusion and C the
predicate; but penmitationt can be made in each of the premises . As
long as states the relationship between C and the cdddlo terra h f the
order of presentation may be £-£ or Similarly, the order of
elements in Pg may be either A-j| or B-A. The four resulting configura-
tions, known as syllogistic figures, are presented in Appendix II*
Of import here is that these four syllogistic figures bear an
exact structural correspondence to the four variants of naediutional
paradigms discussed earlier. Whereas syllogisms of the first figure
replicate in form the forward chain paradigm , thoso eyllogistaa of the
second figure correspond to the |sM|uiVt»lant models, third figure to the
u-equivoi^nt siiodolu, and figure four to the reverse chains. If modiational
factors do operate in judgments of syllogisms, one would expect greatest
facilitation (ox* fewest errors) in uyllogismo of the first figure,
consecutively more HUN through figure two anu figure three , with most
errors on the reverse chain paradigm 9 figure four. This hypothesis was
substantiated by Prase (l^u?) who used abstract symbols as .pxalifiore in
syllogisms. Using all four figures in a within-subject design, he found
little differentiation between equivalence paradigms, but a significant
Ireduction in errors for forward chain figures and most errors froa
reverse chain figures. The present study has selected the two equivalence
paradi#BE for further investigation*
;ualifierp»— Since qualifiers of a syllogism do not affect the
validity of the argument, variouo words or nonsense syllables rasy bo
substituted for the A, E, and C elements within any logical figure
,
without altering the formal deductive task. By raanipulati^,; the
associative strength between the first and second elements of each
premise, the associative effect of raeaningfulnsss on the reasoning process
may be investigated. This study employed three levels of zneaningfulnssc
as a uitfaia^S variable. The high and low meaningful elements were words
selected from habit strength norms, in terms of the argument presented
earlier. The third level was a "control" condition of low production
value nonsense syllables.
Incidental Verbal Ptifrnxli*— Besides acaningfulnese, other
associative factors non-essential to the deductive task per ae oan be
manipulated. Prase (1966) has shown that a curvilinear relationship
exists between reasoning errors in syllogisms and the degree of response
incompatibility between elements of the conclusion (e.g. f "Some mothers
are evil" being sore incompatible than "Some mothers are fino")*
Irrelevant words interpolated into each statement would also be
incidental to tho reasoning task. Tide sturly employed three levels of
verbiage* which is defined ac the number of ;:ords preceding the
(quantifiers some , all , and no in each logical statement. Increasing
verbiage, while embedding the task in a more naturalistic setting,
7should in effect increase the difficulty of the reasoning teak due to
greater interference of irrelevant items.
Timing*— Time relationships were also investigated in this study.
In ayllogisras, the two lASIs correspond to the time between proeentation
of P
x
aad Pg and that of ?
2
and CC. Prase (1967) varied the overall
time permitted to make jud&ncnts and found that 23 sec. per syllojisiD
was optimal bocause it miniaiaod subjects' errors and maximized their
subjective certainty. The present study varied IA5I across groups
uning 2.0, $e0| and 10.0 sec. intervals, while holding the exposure
tioe to each of the logical statements constant.
unvauy.~ On the awroraption that the previously described
associative factors operate in syllogistic reasoning, the following
predictions for this study were made. Hie ^-equivalent paradigm,
relative to the tt-oquivalent model, would result in fewer errors in
validity judgments; an increase in meaningfulneee would result in a
corresponding decrease in judgmental errors, and a paradigm x meaning-
fulnest interaction would reveal greatest facilitation in the f!~ei*uivalont
raodel under high associative conditions. It war. also hypothesised that
the smaller IAI7I intervals would lead to fewer errors and that increased
verbiage would increae* the difficulty of the lo.rical task.
A digit span test vac ;*d!ninietei*e^ to each of the £s to explore
the relationship between short-term memory and syllogistic performance,
finco oi3onia2 effectively is contingent upon maintaining appropriate
verbal associations, 3*0 capacity to retain unitB and associations should
be especially important when time constraints are imposed upon reasoning.
30«venty-two utudente from introductory puycholo&r classes at the
University of Hasoachunottu participated ac a course requirement,
eighteen Ss were randomly discarded to equalize troupe. The analysis
was run on the remaining six £c in each of the nine groups.
Test Items
The reader is referred to Appendix Xi for a definition of »yl lo-
gistic mood. Of the following moods of invalid syllogisms used in the
experiment, IftXj ESI, AOI t 111, IEI f all five violate similar logical
rules across the two syllogistic figures (S- and fee equivalence).
For each of the 10 mood-figure combinations under investigation, two
levels of associative strength using word elements (Bilodeau and Howell,
19o5) sad a third level using noneanse syllables (Witraar, 1935) were
employed. Under the higfr-associative word condition, the probability
of the first element of a premise eliciting the second element was
greater than 10.0 with a moan acrosu all moods of 30.0. The associative
strength between olenseats of the conclusion in the high associative
condition as with the other associative conditions was generally zero.
Probabilities of first elements of nrewiseo eliciting th© second term
in the low-associative condition generally was zero, no greater than
throe, with a mean across all moods of 0.5» In the control nonoense
syllable condition, sets of three CCC^s of low associative value
(£< 0.04) and no more than one letter in common with each other (a control
for similarity) constituted the elements. A different set of elements
9for each figure (2) x association (3) x mood (5) combination resulted
in a total of 30 invalid syllogisms. Twelve valid syllogisms of the
moods £10. 0A0, and A00 were used as filler items.
Verbiage (a between-group variable) was experimentally manipulated
fay varying the amount of words preceding the quantifiers some , all , no ,
or some/not . Subjects in the low verbiage conditions were shown in all
figure-association-mood combinations the basic logical syllogism, e.g.
No grass is red*
All grass are plants.
Some plants are red*
Four to five words preceded the fundamental statements in the
medium verbiage conditions*
Henry David Thoreau surmised that no grass is red*
Ke further recorded that all grass are plants*
From this we conclude that some plants are red*
Whereas t in the high-verbiage conditions* a string of nine to ten
words were added
€
Henry David Thoreau in his leisurely recordings
of nature surmised that no grass is red*
Further observations in his isolated paradise led
to the reoording that all grass are plants*
We | after reading his works many times , have
concluded that some plants are red.
Materials
Each premise and conclusion was separately typed on 3 at 5 index
cards | then photographed on high contrast copy film. The mounted
negatives were displayed by a Kodak Carousal projector on a standard
high-contrast projection screen so that lettering was approximately
1£ in. high* Subjects were seated at an average distance of 12 ft.
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from the screen. The IASI was regulated by a three-speed automatic
changer* Exposure time was mechanically manipulated through a solenoid
shutter attachment wired to Hunter timers*
Sequences of presenting particular figure-swaningfulness-mood
combination syllogisms wore randomised with the following restrictions
imposed to insure lack of systematic bias: within each block of 14 trials
(syllogisms) , each mood appeared twice; each figure appeared three to
four times in combination with approximately equal numbers of associative
strength items,
Subjects' validity judgments and surenese ratings were recorded
on mimeographed sheets containing valid-invalid aureness scales that
contained the following 5-point scales
Invalid Valid54321 12345
In this way ex post facto elimination of data through disarrangement
or omission of one response measure was avoided*
The short term memory test, analogous to the Forward Digit Span
subtest of Wechsler's Adult Intelligence Scale , was presented to Cs
by means of a tape recording.
Procedure
Subjects were directed to a standard classroom equipped with a
slide projection screen, where alternate seats were taken. Pencils and
answer booklets were placed on the desk tops* The 2 *h0n the
instructions for the memory test to Ss (see Appendix III), and upon
completion of the memory task, E read instructions on the method for
11
recording the validity judgment© and sureness ratings (Appendix IV).
Followed by two practice syllogisms, about which correct answers were
not given, E asked if any further questions had arisen, and if not the
experiment proceeded, with Ss circling their validity-sureness ratings
in their answer booklets.
The IASI between P^ - Pg and P
g
- CC were independently varied
between groups while holding exposure time for each slide constant at
6 sec. The three levels of IASI were 2.0 sec, 5»0 sec, and 10.0 sec,
although 10.0 sec. were allowed to elapse between offset of a conclusion
and the onset of the following P^ to equate for judgmental time in all
groups. The nine groups were run in separate sessions over a period of
24 hrs.
Design
A 3 (Time) x 3 (Verbiage) x 3 (Association value) x 2 (figure)
factorial design with repeated measures on the last two factors was
used to analyse each of the response measures: number of errors in
judgment and a composite error-uncertainty measure, obtained by
transcribing the Ss* recordings into the following 9~J>oint scale:
Correlations of digit span with «*Ws a^cL with error-uncertainty
were computed.
S's recording: Invalid Valid
5 4 3 2 1
9-point scale 0 12 3 4
12
RESULTS
Appendix XII reports tho means and standard deviations for all
major conditions on error data.
Figure
In support of the hypothesis that mediations! factors react with
syllogistic paradigm, a significant main effect due to figure was found
under both the error and the error-uncertainty dependent measures
(respectively, F - 16. 4, • l/45, £<*001f I - 25.4, £f - l/45, £<L.001).
The mean errors for ^-equivalent paradigms was 2.23, for ^-equivalent
paradigms 1.87} and the corresponding error-uncertainty means were 4.12
and 3«43*
Association
Associative strength between premise pairs was also found to have
a significant effect upon validity judgments, employing both error and
error-uncertainty response measures (respectively! P 3*84, df m 2/90,
£4.05? P - 4»2, df - 2/90, £<.025). Error-data means under high, low,
and the nonsense syllable control condition were 2.12, 2.19, and 1.86.
Corresponding error-uncertainty means were 3*98, 3*93, and 3*48*
Verbia^re
The amount of words preceding a syllogistic expression was not
found to significantly affect Sb* validity ratings under either response
measure (error i F - 2.42, df m 2/45, £<»1$} error-uncertainty 1 P 1-97,
df m 2/45, £<.15). However, it is interesting to note that, contrary
to expectations, the high verbiage conditions led to fewer errors.
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An average of 2*38 errors were made under low conditions, whereas means
of 2.03 and 1*77 were found under medium and high verbiage. Mean error-
uncertainty scores under the corresponding conditions were 4.30, 3.57,
and 3.51*
Inter-Acquisltion-Sta^e Interval
The IAS I intervals were not found to differentially effect
syllogistic reasoning under either response measure (error: F - 0,02,
df m 2/45 j error-uncertainty; F * 0.01, df • 2/45).
Interactions
Figure 1 presents the number of errors as a function of associative
strength for each of the two syllogistic paradigms. As predicted, the
^equivalent paradigm under the high meaningful condition led to a
sizeable decrease in number of errors relative to that of the less
meaningful conditions. Conversely the ft~equivalent figure under high
associative strength led to a greater number of errors. The analysis of
variance showed this figure x associative strength interaction to be
significant (F « 18.64, df » 2/90, £<.Q01). The error-uncertainty
data yielded comparable results (P - 24.36, df 2/90, £<.00l).
With the exception of a significant second order interaction of
figure with interval and verbiage (P - 2.62, <|f - 4/45, £<.05) t all
other interactions were low.
14
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Correlations
Elgit Span.—Table 1 relates the correlations between the number
of errors made on the digit span taak to performance on the syllogietio
task for each of the two figures and three conditions of associative
strength* While paradigmatic differences were negligible, the
clearest pattern resulted from levels of meaningfulness . As seen from
the table, correlations were uniformly highest under high associative
strength, and uniformly lowest tinder low associative conditions.
Overall average correlations for high, medium, and low meaningftdness
conditions were, respectively, 0.36, 0.29, and 0*02. It appears that
short term memory does facilitate the deductive process, but only under
high meaningful conditions. The results of this study have thus suggested
that high associative strength serves not only to facilitate or retard
the reasoning process, as a function of the paradigm in question, but
also to allow Ga to use their relative abilities more effectively.
k correlation was also computed between number of errors in digit
span and judgmental performance under each of the three conditions of
IAf.I and each of the three conditions of verbiage. As seen from Table 2
no systematic differences in correlations were found. The overall
correlation between the number of errors made on the digit span task
with the total number of syllogistic reasoning errors was 0.29 (j><»05i
SI - 52).
dependent Measures.— Table 3 presents correlations of error with
error-uncertainty data for each figure-association condition. In light
of the high correlations between the two dependent measures (0.76< r^O.97 )
,
Table 1
Correlations between Number of Errors on
Digit Span with Performance on the Syllogistic Task for
Paradigmatic and Associative Strength Conditions
Error Data Error-Uncertainty Lata
Assoc
.
FifOM Figure
S X 4 R S XStrength eq eq A eq eq A
Hi . 34* • 32* . 33* . 41** • 37** . 39**
Lo .29* »t$* .27* .30* ,31* .30*
C -.08 .05 -.01 -.01 .12 .05
X„ .24 .21 .24 .23
* £ <.05» - 52
** £<.01 t df - 52
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Table 2
Correlations between Kumbor of Errors on
Digit Span with Performance on the Syllogistic Task for
Inter-Acquisition-Stage Intervale and Verbiage Conditions
Inter-Acquisition-Stage Verbiage
Interval
Seconds r Levels r
2.0 .30 Lo .27
5.0 .20 Ked .60*
10.0 .32 Hi -.44
• £<.01, df « 16
Table 3
Correlations of terror with ^rror-Uncertainty
Data for each Figure-Keaningfulnesa Combination
figure
JneaningrfulnoBS S
HI .86 .91
Med .97 -95
Lo .76 .85
Note.—All correlations significant beyond .001,
19
ae well as the consistency of P ratios under the two measures, it appears
that the 9-point scale can provide the S more flexibility in response
than the 2-choice alternative (valid-invalid) without altering the task.
It is also true that one is more likely to find statistically
significant results with the error-uncertainty measure.
20
DISCUSSION
The resultu of the present etudy confirm the hypothesis that
mediated links operate to facilitate the deductive reasoning process*
As with three-stage paired-associate paradigms, the ^equivalent
figure elicited fewer errors than did the ^-equivalent figure. But
more important, a significant figure x raeaningfulness interaction was
found*
The nature of this interaction can be analyzed in terms of
positive and negative transfer* The R~equivalent figure (b-£, &-A, A-C)
is characterised by consecutively pairing the stimulus element B with
two different response words, A and C. This situation is analogous to
negative transfer tasks in which responses are changed while holding
stimuli constant (Lease, 195&)* The second task, in this case the
hook-up between b and A, is harder to learn than under conditions where
the first task had not been previously learned due to the competing
response situation from the first hook-up* The implication is that the
greater the association between the stimulus and response of the first
task, the greater the interference, or negative transfer, to the second
task* In terms of the syllogistic task, if associative factors do
operate to affect reasoning in a manner consistent with the theoretical
analysis proposed in this paper, then the F-equivalent figure should
lead to greater judgmental errors under high associative conditions*
The results of the present study have confirmed this prediction*
Conversely, the ^-equivalent figure (C-B, A-B, A-C) is not
characterized by elicitation of competing responses to a common stimulus,
21
as in the k-equivalent model, hather, a single response is paired with
two different stimuli. Under this condition, high associative strength
should lead to greater positive transfer (fewer errors), which the
present experiment has confirmed.
Although the verbiage factor did not reach significance, the
results do suggest further investigation in this area. Relative to
this has been the work of Jensen and his associates (Jensen, i960) who
have related SQ and the ability to learn and to solve problems with the
tendency to verbally mediate task items. He has found that embedding
paired-associate items (e.g., HAT « TABLE) in sentences (e.g., The HAT
fell off the TABUS) creates a large reduction in learning titae. Further-
more, the more verbally rioh the sentenoes (e.g., The red felt IIAT
silently rolled off the wooden TABLE) , the greater the facilitation.
The implication is that the more verbally rich sentences provide more
mediating links—more connections to previously learned elements—and
permit faster learning of the material.
In summary, the present study proposed an associative model of
deductive reasoning which was used to predict errors in a syllogistic
reasoning task. Associative processes, which have been substantiated
for PA tasks, were found to operate in a similar manner to influence
the adequacy of syllogistic judgments. Factors shown to be important
for reasoning in the present study were the sequential arrangement of
the qualifiers A, 3, and C, the raeaningfulness of those terras, and
also the ability of Ss to make use of the meaningful unite when they
are available.
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APPEKDIX I
FOUi. SOL- -Li J;' ;iT.-^ PA;;Ai,IGkS
Ai»AP?v;r! wow PSTiJKs (1935)
forward chain B —» C
A —) B
A-4C
— stage 3
v facilitated XH
^ > / .j »
stage 1 stage 2
Stimulus
equivalence
c -4 I
A -4 B
A —4 C
^ - stags 3^ ^/ facilitated X/ » (B) 4 *C
stage 1 stage 2
Response
equivalence
B —» C
B -4 A
A —* C
^^Btage 3-* v/ facilitated V
k\ (B)
stage 1 stage 2
levers© chain C —\ B
-> A
A —» C
^ — Bta*50 3— ^/ facilitated
A\ (3) i \
stage 1 stag* 2
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Apnaroix na
TLLOOirTIC FIGUI-ES
Figure 1 K All cats are animals. B —- C
?
2
':ome tigers are cats. I — |
CC Some tigerc are not animals. A — C
Figure 2 h IU animal I are cats. C — |
?
2
£ome tigers are cats, A — I
CC f ome tigers are not animals. A m C
Figure 3 P1 All cats are animal©. 3 mm I
?
2
Sou* cat© are tigers. B — A
CC Oooe tigers are not aniraals. A —* C
Figure 4 P^ All animale are cats, C — I
?2 Some cats are timers. B — A
CC Some tigers are not animals. A — B
All of these syllogisms are in the mood AID. hood refers to the
combination of quantifying terms, all , no , sense , and some/not , such that
A m All X are Y,
K So X are Y.
1 * oome X are Y.
0 Some X are not Y#
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APPESCIX III
MOfiORY TEST INDUCTIONS
Before introducing you to the experiment, lot me ask you to
put your name, Glass standing and student number at the top of your
answer booklet* Now indicate in the upper right comer, just above
the student number, the approximate number of semesters of study you
have had in LOGIC - either 0, $ semesters (which is the 6-wook course
you had as part of the Math requirement) , 1 semester, or more than
one semester. In the top loft corner, put the day (Konday), the date
(3/20/67) and the time.
In the first phase of this experiment, you will hear from a
tape recorder a aeries of one-digit numbers. You are to listen
carefully to each set of numbers. After each set is recited, you will
then pick up your pencil which has been left resting on your desk, and
write the digits in the some order that they were presented. Then replace
your pencil to the desk top and look up. tfake the recording on the back
side of the last page of your booklet. (Demonstrate)
Kor example, if you hoar 7-4-2-S, then write down 7-4-2-8, put
down your pencil and look up.
; eiaember, you must not only try to remember the digit, but also
the order that whey wore presented. lo not touch your pencil when
listening to each series of numbers.
( See next sheet for digit span sequence)
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SHOKT TEFiK MF,MOkT TKST
Adapted r'rom 'orward Digit 3pan: t.echeler \dult Intelligence Gcalo
6 4 3 9
7 2 8 6
4 2 7 3 1
7 5 8 3 6W J W
6 1 9 4 7 3
3 9 2 4 8 T
5 9 1 7 4 2 8
4 1 7 9 3 3 6
5 6 19 2 6 4 7
3 6 2 9 5 1 7 4
2 7 4 6 6 2^84
7 X 3 9 4 2 5 6 8
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APPSKDIX IV
SYLLOGISTIC ISSTLUCTIOBS
The following test consists of a series of arguments called
syllogisms. Kach syllogism contains two proportions called the
major and the minor premises
v
followed by a third statement called
the conclusion* You are to judge whether or not the conclusion
logically follows from the information given in the promisee, and to
record how sure you are that your answer is right. In other words,
your task is two-fold: a validity judgment and a sureneee rating for
each oyHoniara.
On your answer sheet you will find two sets of numbers from one
to five* The choice under one set means you believe the conclusion is
validly drawn from the promisee, whereas a choice under the other set
means that you believe the argument is invalid* The numbers under
Valid and Invalid indicate different degrees of aureness. The larger
the number, the greater your indication of sureness.
H#H look at the dittoed sheet in front of you. first you will
find the sureness rating code you are to use:
5 - certain
4 - almost certain
3 - fairly certain
2 - somewhat uncertain
1 - uncertain
If you are certain the argument is logically valid, mark your
answer sheet like this:
Invalid Valid ^
5-1 3 2 1 1 2 3 4
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If you are certain it is invalid, mark your answer sheet like
thiat
^ Invalid Valid
(2J 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5
If you are uncertain about the validity of the argument, but
have a feeling it is invalid, indicate as follows:
Invalid ^ Valid
5 4 3 2 (ij 1 2 3 4 5
To recapitulate then, each set of three slides will consist of
one syllogism: two premises and a conclusion. You are to judge whether
the argument is or is not valid: in other words whether the conclusion
can or cannot be logically drawn from the information given in the
preceding two premises. Then judge the sureness of your validity
judgment and circle a number from one to five, five indicating the most
sureness, under the desired Valid or Invalid heading.
for each argument you must circle one number. 1 repeat, you
must respond to every item. If you have not made a judgment before
the onset of the next syllogism, then guess*
The first two syllogisms will be practice items to acquaint you
with the procedure* Record your answers in the answer booklet* No
questions will be answered after the first two syllogisms*
One final word: in logical syllogisms, the word "some" is defined
as "at least one". This definition is quite different from the one we
normally use. Here, "some" could mean "a few", "many", and even "all"
—
but at least one*
APPENDIX V
5UKKAPY OF AKOVA ONM DATA
a
Between £
1 2 1.707 0.40
V 2 10.161 MP
IV 4 5.031 1.20
s/iv 45 4.189
114 in in R
p l 11.435 16.39****
pi 2 0.059 1.20
PV 2 0.827 1.18
wa 4 1.512 2.16*
sf/iv 45 0.701
A 2 3.309 3.84**
AI 4 0.637 0.74
AV 4 1.827 2.12*
AIV 6 0.621 0.72
sa/iv 90 0.362
PA 2 11.716 18.64****
FAI 4 0.860 1.37
FAV 4 0,309 0.49
PAIV 8 0.626 1.00
sfa/iv 90 0.628
• p .1 * I m Inter-Acquisition-Sta^e Interval
p .05 V • Verbiage
•»* p ,01 A m Associative Strength
***»p
.001 P - Figure
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APPENDIX VI
HWn OP AMOVA ON ERHOR-USCERTAUITI LATA
/4 cK .-„ f
lietween £
I 2 2.463 0.23
V 2 20.820 1.97*
IV 4 11.661 1.10
3/iv 45 10.582
t.ithin
_
Ml? 1 34.610 25.41**
re 2 0.194 0.14
99 2 1.785 1.30
Iff 4 3.589 2.02**
3P/IV 45 1.369
A 2 8.271 4.22
u 4 1.471 0.75
AV 4 4.002 2.04*
AIV 8 1.571 0.80
sa/iv 90 1.964
PA
iil
PAV
PAIV
2
4
4
8
90
29.924
1.243
1.510
0.999
1.216
24. 53****
1.02
1.24
0.82
* £ .1
a
I » Inter-Acquiaition-Stage Interval
*• £ .05 V • Verbiage
.01 A Associative strength
##*»
.001 ? » figure
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APPENDIX VII
HEARS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS POP. ALL CONDITIONS
UNDER ERROR DATA
"-equivalent X-equivalent
Control Low Control Low HiKh
| fH H | M :: SD
IA3I (sec.)
2 2.06 0.80 2.^0 0.99 1.67 0.97 2.22 0.88 2.39 1.24 3.06 1.06
5 1.78 1.00 1.83 1.10 1.11 1.16 1.44 1.45 2.00 1.46 2.39 1.09
10 1.39 0.96 2.11 1.23 1.89 1.28 1.78 1.22 2.33 1.49 2.61 1.42
Verbiage
Low 1.94 1.21 2.61 1.09 2.11 1.02 1.94 1.06 2.36 1.58 2.89 1.32
Kedium 1.33 1.19 2.00 1.24 I.89 0.83 1.83 0.92 2.33 1.41 2.61 1.33
High 1.72 0.70 1.83 0.92 1.39 1.23 1.67 1.37 1.83 1.10 2.56 O.98
i.oU.— m lb for each mean.
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APPEND IX VIII
SUMMARY OF RAW DATA
ERROR DATA ERROR-UNCERTAINTY DATA
F IGURE F IGURE
R-EQUIV S-EQUIV R-EQU I V S-EQUIV
S ( N ) H L C H L C H L C H L C D
#*# Jf # # # # # ##
I AS I = 2 SEC • VERB I AGE =LOW
SIX) 3 3 3 3 4 3 4.8 5.4 5.6 5.2 7.2 5.4 3
S (2 ) 4 3 1 3 3 3 7.6 4.6 2.2 5.2 5.0 5.4 5
S (3 ) 4 4 3 2 2 3
.
5.2 6.6 3.2 4.8 4.4 5.6 6
S (4 ) 3 1 2 2 2 2 5.0 1 .4 3.6 3.0 4.4 3.8 6
S (5) 3 5 3 3 3 2 5.6 7.4 4.6 5.2 5.0 4.4 4
S ( 6 ) 4 3 3 1 3 3 7.2 4.8 3.8 2.2 5.4 4.0 9
I AS I = 2 SEC. VERB I AGE = MED I UM
S ( 1 ) 2 3 2 0 4 2 4.4
S(2 ) 2 2 3 0 2 2 4 • 0
S < 3 ) 2 1 2 1 2 1 4.6
S (4 ) 2 3 3 3 3 3 3.4
S ( 5 ) 5 1 3 1 2 1 5.6
S (6 ) 5 4 2 2 4 2 7.2
5.8 5.2 0.4 6.6 3.8 4
3.4 4.2 0.2 3.4 4 • 0 1
2.0 2.8 2.2 3.6 1 .8 5
5.0 3.6 5.6 5.0 4.0 4
2.0 3.8 2.4 3.2 2.8 4
7.4 4.2 4 . 6 6.0 3.0 6
I AS I = 2 SEC. VERb I AGE = H I GH
S( 1 ) 2 1 2 1 1 1 3.2
S(2) 2 2 2 1 1 1 3.6
S ( 3 ) 3 1 3 2 2 2 6.2
S (4 ) 4 3 1 2 3 3 7.6
S (5 ) 2 2 0 1 3 1 3.6
S (6 ) 3 1 2 2 1 2 4 .8
2.0 4.6 1 .8 2.2 2.2 4
4.4 4.4 1 .8 2.2 2.2 4
2.4 5.6 3.6 4.0 4.8 5
4.8 1 .4 5.8 5.2 5.2 2
3.6 0.0 1 .8 4.6 1 .8 3
2.2 4.2 3.0 2.0 4.2 2
I AS I = 5 SEC. VERB I AGE =LOW
S ( 1 ) 1 0 0 0 0 1 2.8
S (2 ) 5 2 2 3 3 4 8.4
S ( 3 ) 1 1 1 0 3 1 3.6
S (4 ) 3 3 2 2 2 2 4.6
S (5 > 1 0 0 0 1 1 2.2
S (6 ) 2 1 3 4 3 3 5.4
1 .6 2.2 1 .6 2.0 3.2 6
4.2 3.2 6 • 0 6.8 7.2 7
3.2 2.6 1 • 0 4.6 2.4 2
4.4 4 • 4 2.8 3.4 4.0 5
0.2 1 .2 0.2 2.6 1 .8 3
2.8 5.8 6.0 4.6 5.4 3
I AS I = 5 SEC. VERB I AGE =MED I UM
S ( 1 ) 3 3 3 1 2 2 4.6 5.4 4.2 1 • 0 4.0 3.2 2
S ( 2 ) 3 3 0 1 2 1 5.8 5.0 1 .8 2.2 2.8 1 .8 6
S ( 3 ) 3 4 2 1 3 2 4.8 7.0 3.8 3.2 6.2 4.6 4
S ( 4 ) 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 .8 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.0 2.0 3
S ( 5 ) 3 5 1 2 3 2 7.8 8.6 4.4 4.2 5.0 5.6 7
S <6 ) 2 1 1 0 1 1 3.6 1 .8 2.2 0.4 1 .8 1 .8 1
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S(N)HLCHLC H |_ C H L C DS
********************** **************^
I AS I = 5 SEC. VERB I AGE = H I GH
S ( 1 ) 2 1 1 1 3 0 3.6 1 .6 1 .4 3.8 4.8 0.8 5
S (2 ) 2 2 1 0 1 1 3.8 4.2 1 .4 1 .8 3.2 1 .8 4
S ( 3 ) 3 2 2 1 2 3 5.0 3.6 4.0 1 .8 3.2 4.2 1
S ( 4 ) 4 4 2 2 2 3 6.2 6.8 3.2 3.4 3.4 5.2 3
S (5 ) 2 2 0 0 0 1 4.2 2.8 2.8 1 .2 1 .2 3.2 4
S(6 ) 2 2 4 2 2 2 6.8 4.0 4.2 3.6 3.8 2.0 3
I AS I = 10 SEC
•
VERB I AGE =L0W
S ( 1 ) 3 4 3 2 3 1 4.8
S (2 ) 4 3 1 3 5 2 6.8
S ( 3 ) 3 4 2 2 2 2 5.6
S (4 ) 2 3 1 1 3 2 5.2
S (5 ) 1 1 2 1 2 0 3.6
S (6 ) 5 5 3 3 3 3 8.2
I AS I = 10 SFC. VERB I AGE =MED I UM
S ( 1 ) 3 3 2 3 3 2 5.6
S (2 ) 2 0 1 1 0 1 3.8
S ( 3 ) 5 3 1 2 2 1 7.4
S (4 ) 2 3 2 4 2 4 4.0
S (5 ) 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 .0
S (6 ) 2 2 1 2 1 3 5.0
6.2 5.6 4.0 4.4 3.0 3
6.2 4.0 5.0 8.2 3.8 5
7.0 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.6 6
5.0 1 .8 2.8 5.4 2.8 7
3.2 4.4 1 .8 3.4 2.4 7
8.2 <o .6 4.6 5.0 4 .6 9
5.4 2.8 6.0 5.2 3.4 5
0.0 1 .4 1 .4 0.0 2.2 3
5.0 4.2 5.4 3.6 2.4 5
5.6 4.6 7.0 4.6 5.2 6
1 .6 5.4 0.0 0.2 3.0 0
4.0 2.4 3.0 2.2 5.0 5
I AS I = 10 SEC. VERB I AGE = H I GH
S ( 1 ) 3 1 1 1 3 3 5.4 1 .6 2.4 2.6 5.0 5.0 5
S (2 ) 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 .8 1 .8 3.2 1 .8 1 .8 3.0 4
S ( 3 ) 2 0 0 2 2 0 3.6 0.0 1 .0 3.6 2.8 0.0 6
S (4 ) 1 1 1 2 1 0 2.6 1 .4 1 .8 2.4 1 .4 0.0 5
S ( 5 ) 4 3 4 2 3 4 7.0 6.2 6.4 2.8 5.4 4.8 3
S (6 ) 4 4 4 2 2 3 5. 0 5.2 4.6 4.0 3.0 4.8 5
*#*#*#**#***#*********************************************^
H = HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH
L = LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH
C = CONTROL (NON-SENSE SYLLABLES)
DS = DIGIT SPAN
I AS I = INTER-ACQUISITIONSTAGE interval
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APPENDIX IX
INVALID-HIGH VERBIAGE SYLLOGISMS
FOR EACH MOOD-F I GURE-MEAN I NGFULNESS COMBINATION
AND ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH BETWEEN QUALIFIERS OF EACH STATEMENT
*******************************
MOOD AO I
R (HI )
PSYCHOANALYTIC DEVELOPMENT AS EXPOUNDED BY NEO-FREUDIANS HAS
SHOWN THAT ALL WISHES (B) ARE HOPES <C)»
VOLUMES OF CLINICAL RESEARCH HAVE ALSO SHOWN THAT SOME WISHES
(B) ARE NOT DREAMS <A).
THEREFORE THE LOGICAL CONCLUSION FOR ALL PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS
IS THAT SOME DREAMS (A) ARE HOPES (C)#
B - C = 18 B - A = 15 A-C=0
R(LO)
ANY CHILD WITH NORMAL CAPACITIES OF JUDGMENT CAN TELL YOU THAT
ALL FLOWERS (B) ARE GROWING THINGS (€)•
YET FURTHER OBSERVATION WITHOUT SPECIALIZED MICROSCOPIC MACH-
INERY DISCLOSES THAT SOME FLOWERS (B) ARE NOT BLOSSOMS (A).
IT IS INTUITIVELY OBVIOUS THEN THAT WITHOUT FURTHER OBSERVATION
SOME BLOSSOMS (A) ARE GROWING THINGS (C).
B-C = 0 B - A = 0 A-C=0
R(C)
THE ADEPT STUDENT OF LOGIC FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
FINDS THAT ALL BQJ (B) ARE MHZ (C)«
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF HIS SCATTERED NOTES LUCKILY DETERMINES THAT
SOME BQJ (B) ARE NOT ZFQ (A).
HE IS LED TO THE SOMEWHAT MUNDANE CONCLUSION THAT SOME ZFQ (A)
ARE MHZ (C)»
S(HI )
CURSORY INVESTIGATION OF ANY HOUSEHOLD WILL TEND TO INDICATE
THAT ALL CABBAGE <C) IS FOOD <B)»
HOWEVER AN INVESTIGATION OF A BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY WILL DIS-
CLOSE THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE NOT FOOD <B).
A JUSTIFIABLE CONCLUSION FROM THE ABOVE STATEMENTS WOULD BE
THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE CABBAGE <C).
C - B = 18 A - B = 17 A-C=l
S (LO)
NONE OF US REGARDLESS OF BACKGROUND WOULD UNERRINGLY DOUBT THAT
ALL LETTUCE (C) ARE LEAVES (B)»
6IKEWISE THERE WOULD BE GROUP CONSENSUS ON THE MATTER THAT SOME
VEGETABLES (A) ARE NOT LEAVES (B)»
FROM THESE PREMISES ONE DRAWS THE SOMEWHAT EXIGUOUS CONCLUSION
THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE LETTUCE <C)»C-B = 3 A-B = 0 A - C = 1
S(C )
IF YOU WERE TO HAPPEN UPON THE FINDING THAT ALL QXN (C) ARE
ZQW (B)«
AND A FEW DAYS LATER TO DISCOVER FROM CREDIBLE SOURCES THAT
SOME XJB (A) ARE NOT ZQW (B)t
YOU WOULD BE METHODICALLY LED TO THE UNREPROACHABLE CONCLU-
SION THAT SOME XJB (A) ARE QXN (C)»
********************** *******************^
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MOOD IEI
R ( H I )
IN THIS BIG* BIG* BIG WORLD OF OURS, IT IS KNOWN THAT SOME
PRETTY THINGS (B) ARE GIRLS (C)«
WE ALSO MAKE THE ASTUTE OBSERVATION WITHOUT SECOND THOUGHT
THAT NO PRETTY THINGS (B) ARE UGLY (A),
THE HOLLYWOOD AND VINE TYPE WITH THE ABOVE KNOWLEDGE KNOWS
THAT SOME UGLY THINGS (A) ARE GIRLS (C).
B - C = 45 B - A = 16 A-C = 0
R (LO )
THE TREE-BORDERED HIGHWAYS OF OUR COUNTRY WILL SHOW THAT SOME
GREFN THINGS (B) ARE CARS (C).
THE VARIEGATED COUNTRYSIDE AS WILL MANY OTHER THINGS WILL SHOW
NO GREEN THINGS (B) ARE BROWN (A).
NATURE BOY THEREFORE DEDUCES FROM THE PRECEDING THAT SOME
BROWN THINGS (A) ARE CARS (C).
B - C = 0 B-A=l A-C = 0
R ( C )
THE LABELS ON MODERN COLD REMEDY BOTTLES SHOW THAT SOME ZJH
( B ) ARE XOJ (C ) .
FOR THAT MATTER SOAP POWDER MANUFACTURERS WILL ALSO CONTEND
THAT NO ZJH (6) ARE GXM (A).
THE INDUSTRIOUS HOUSEWIFE BEFORE PURCHASING EITHER PRODUCT
THEREFORE CONCLUDES THAT SOME GXM CA) ARE XQJ (C).
S ( H I )
TRAVELERS WHO HAVE VIEWED THE HIGH-REACHING HIMALAYAS EXCLAIM
HOW SOME MOUNTAINS (C) ARE HIGH (B)«
THE ENGINEER IN HIS STUDY OF TURBO-KINETICS KNOWS
THAT NO LOW THINGS (A) ARE HIGH (B).
THE MOTORIST THROUGH THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY KNOWING THE ABOVE
YET CONCLUDES THAT SOME LOW THINGS (A) ARE MOUNTAINS (C).
C - B = 18 A-B=69 A-C=0
S(LO)
THE WEALTHY MANUFACTURERS AND ADVERTISERS OF BORAXO KNOW THAT SOME
CLEAN THINGS (C) ARE CLOTHES (B).
BUT WHAT CITIZEN OF THESE UNITED STATES WOULD DISPUTE THAT
NO WATERS (A) ARE CLOTHES CB).
IT BEARS REPEATING THEN THAT THE CONCLUSION FROM THE ABOVE IS
THAT SOME WATERS (A) ARE CLEAN C C ) =
C - B = 2 A - B = 0 A-C = 0
S < C )
A PERUSAL OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE ON GENETICS DISCLOSES THAT SOME
CXJ (C) ARE GJQ <B).
MAX VON GREENBAU-M-S RECENT DISCOVERY OF TRANS -D I CHROME GENES
SHOWED THAT NO ZQF (A) ARE GJO CB)
•
THOSE DATA HAVE LED GENETICISTS TO CONCLUDE THAT SOME
ZQF (A ) ARE CXJ ( C ) •
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MOOD EAI
R (HI )
THE LATEST EDITION OF WEBSTER-S DICTIONARY UNEQUIVOCALLY STATES
THAT NO LAKES (B) ARE RIVERS (C).
TURNING SEVERAL HUNDRED MORE PAGES TO W WE DISCERN THAT ALL
LAKES (B) ARE WATERS (A),
BASED ON OUR DEFINITION FROM DAN WEBSTER * WE CONCLUDE THAT SOME
WATERS (A) ARE RIVERS (C).
B - C = 10 B - A = 40 A-C=l
R (LO )
HENRY DAVID THOREAU IN HIS LEISURELY RECORDINGS OF NATURE
SURMISED THAT NO GRASS (B) IS RED <C).
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS IN HIS ISOLATED PARADISE LED TO THE RE-
CORDING THAT ALL GRASS (B) ARE PLANTS (A).
WE* AFTER READING HIS WORKS MANY TIMES* HAVE CONCLUDED THAT
SOME PLANTS (A) ARE RED (C).
B - C = 0 B - A = 0 A-C = 0
R ( C )
THE STUDENTS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL BODIES IN THEIR OWN MINDS KNOW
THAT NO ZXF (B) ARE GJX (C).
BUT AFTER MANY LONG NIGHTS OF STUDY ONE FINDS THAT ALL ZXF (B)
ARE HFC (A).
WITH THESE DATA AND A SUFFICIENTLY ANALYTICAL MIND ONE CON-
CLUDES THAT SOME HFC (A) ARE GJX (C).
S ( H I )
WITH A CAREFUL BIT OF DISCRIMINATIVE DEFINITION IT CAN BE
STATED THAT NO MUTTON (C) ARE SHEEP (B).
REGRESSING SLIGHTLY TO OUR CHILDHOOD DAYS WE RECALL THAT ALL
LAMBS (A) ARE SHEEP ($)•
WISER NOW AND A BIT MORE PHILOSOPHICAL WE CONCLUDE FROM THE
ABOVE THAT SOME LAMBS (A) ARE MUTTON (C>«
C - B = 19 A - B = 40 A-C=0
S ( LO )
THE MOTHER OF MISCHIEVOUS TRIPLETS TELLS HER HUBBY THAT NO
SOUNDS (C) ARE SOFT (B).
BUT WHEN EVENING COMES AND SHE FINALLY RELAXES SHE TELLS HIM
THAT ALL SONGS (A) ARE SOFT <b).
HER PIANO PLAYING HUSBAND CHIMES IN AND CONCLUDES THAT SOME
SONGS ( A ) ARE SOUNDS (C )
•
C - B = 0 A - B = 0 A-C = 0
S ( C )
THE MAD* MAD * MAD* MAD* MOD GENERATION KNOWS THAT NO QXJ (C)
ARE GCQ ( B )
•
THE SWINGING SET OF THE EARLY FIFTIES KNOWS THAT ALL JFH (A)
ARE GCQ <B).
KNOWING THIS* THE GRAY-HAIRED CHARLSTONITE GRANNY CONCLUDES
THAT SOME JFH (A) ARE QXJ CC)«
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MOOD I I I
R ( H I )
IT HAS BEEN BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION THROUGH EVERYDAY OBSER-
VATION THAT SOME ICE (B) IS COLD (C>.
THE ICE BOX ON A SATURDAY NIGHT SHOWS US THAT SOME ICE (B)
ARE CUBES ( A ) •
AND WE HAVE ON THIS BASIS SUCCINCTLY CONCLUDED THAT SOME CUBES
( A ) ARE COLD ( C ) •
B - C = 47 B - A = 24 A-C=0
R (LO)
THE FAR-FAMED EATING HOUSE OF NOTABLES* ANTOINE-S OF FLORIDA*
INSISTS THAT SOME EATS (O) ARE GOOD <C).
THE SELFSAME DELECTABLE RESTAURANT MENTIONED ABOVE WILL LIKEWISE
INSIST THAT SOME EATS (B) ARE MEATS (A).
AS BOURGEOIS GOURMETS WE DROOL I NGL Y CONCLUDE FROM THE PRECEDING
THAT SOME MEATS (A) ARE GOOD (C).
B-C=l B - A = O A - C = 0
R ( C )
MODERN SPECIALIZED COMPUTER MEN KNOW THAT IN HIGH-POWERED
MACHINE LANGUAGE SOME QXB (B) ARE KQF (C).
IN DEBUGGING ROUTINES THESE SAME MEN MUST KNOW THAT OBVIOUSLY
SOME QXB (B) ARE DJX (A),
OUR COMPUTER SPECIALISTS THEREFORE MECHANICALLY COME TO THE
CONCLUS I ON THAT SOME DJX C A ) ARE KQF ( C ) .
S ( H I )
BURIED DEEP IN HIS LAB THE BIOLOGIST KNOWS THAT SOME STEMS (C)
ARE FLOWERS (B )
THIS IN NO WAY NEGATES THE COMMONLY HELD KNOWLEDGE THAT SOME
PLANTS ( A ) ARE FLOWERS ( B )
•
OUR BUDDING GENIUS DRAWS THE UBIQUITOUS CONCLUSION FROM THE PRE-
CEDING THAT SOME PLANTS (A) ARE STEMS (C).
C-B=39 A - B = 37 A-C=0
S (LO )
ANN LANDERS* AS QUOTED BY THE NY TIMES BELIEVES THAT SOME
WISHES (C) ARE NEEDS (3).
DEAR ABBY* IN HER DAILY COLUMN* EXPOUNDS THE BELIEF THAT SOME
DREAMS (A) ARE NEEDS £ B )
•
OUR LONELY HEARTERS WITH TONGUE IN CHEEK THEREFORE CONCLUDE
THAT SOME DREAMS (A) ARE WISHES <C>.
C - B = 0 A - B = 0 A-C = l
SCO
WHEN ASSEMBLING A NEWFANGLED CHRISTMAS TOY DIRECTION 1 STATES
THAT SOME GXK (C) ARE XJF (B)«
TWO HOURS LATER DIRECTION 35 FINALLY TELLS YOU THAT SOME ZHJ
(A) ARE XJF (8),
THE HARRIED FATHER WHILE WIPING HIS FOREHEAD CONCLUDES THAT
SOME ZHJ (A) ARE GXK (C).
MOOD EE I
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R (HI )
WITHOUT FURTHER BELABORING THE ISSUE AT HAND WE CAN POSITIVELY
ASSERT THAT NO SHORT THINGS (B) ARE TALL CC)«
UNDOUBTEDLY ANY ONE OF US MAY CONCOMITANTLY ASSERT THAT NO
SHORT THINGS (b) ARE LONG (A)»
THEREFORE WITH THE ABOVE TWO STATEMENTS FIRMLY ESTABLISHED WE
CONCLUDE THAT SOME LONG THINGS (A) ARE TALL (C).
B - C = 42 B - A = 26 A - C = 3
R (LO )
ABSOLUTELY* POSITIVELY* WITHOUT A SHADOW OF A DOUBT, NO CAKES
(B) ARE SALTINES (C).
IT BEARS REPEATING IN OUR MINDS THAT ABSOLUTELY* POSITIVELY*
NO CAKES (B) ARE CRACKERS ( A )
•
WITHOUT FURTHER ADO WE HAVE DECIDED FROM THE PRECEDING THAT
SOME CRACKERS (A) ARE SALTINES <C>.
B - C = 0 B-A = 0 A - C = 2
R ( C )
IN EVERY TELEVISION REPAIR SHOP THE TECHNICIAN KNOWS THAT NO
GQC (B) ARE QHJ (C).
LIKEWISE IN COMPLEX MICROELECTRONIC NETWORKS OF COLOR CIRCUITRY
NO GQC (B) ARE XKH (A).
THE HIGHLY-SKILLED DISSEMINATOR OF INCORPORATE CENTRAL PROCES-
SING CONCLUDES SOME XKH (A) ARE QHJ <€)•
S(HI )
WHO* ON A BREEZY AUTUMN AFTERNOON* COULD DOUBT THAT NO LADIES
( C ) ARE MEN (B ) .
LIKEWISE IN THE EVENING AT A DANCE, WHO WOULD QUESTION THAT NO
WOMEN (A) ARE MEN (©)•
THE JOYOUS CONCLUSION TO BE DRAWN FROM THE ABOVE PREMISES IS
THAT SOME WOMEN (A) ARE LADIES (C)«
C - B = 39 A - B = 20 A - C = 3
S (LO )
NO INDUSTRIOUS UNIVERSITY STUDENT WOULD QUESTION THE FACT THAT
NO LABOR (C) IS LOAFING (B).
IN EVERY ARBITRATION* WHETHER LITTLE OR BIG* GEORGE MEAN I E WOULD
AGREE THAT NO HARD THINGS (A) ARF LOAFING (B).
THE BUSINESS FACT OF LIFE DRAWN FROM THE ABOVE TWO STATEMENTS
IS THAT SOME HARD THINGS (A) ARE LABOR (C).
C - B = 0 A - B = 0 A - C = 0
S ( C )
ANY TOP-NOTCH STUDENT OF CRYPTOGRAPHY BEFORE STUDYING HIS NOTES
KNOWS NO ZJH (C) ARE KQX (B).
FURTHER EVALUATION OF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THIS FIELD
YIELDS THAT NO XFJ (A) ARE KQX (B).
THUS WITH THIS KNOWLEDGE BEHIND US WE HAVE DEDUCED THAT SOME
XFJ (A) ARE ZJH <C).
R(HI) = R-EQUI VALENCE* HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(LO) = R-EQUI VALENCE, LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(C) = R-EQUI VALENCE* CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
S(HI) = S-EQUI VALENCE, HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(LO) = S-EQU I VALENCE LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(C) = S-EQU I VALENCE* CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
A = SUBJECT OF CONCLUSION
B = MIDDLE TERM
C s PREDICATE OF CONCLUSION
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INVALID-MEDIUM VERBIAGE SYLLOGISMS
FOR EACH MOOD—F I GURE -MEAN I NGFULNESS COMBINATION
***************************** ************************************
MOOD AO I
R(HI )
PSYCHOANALY I STS SHOW THAT ALL WISHES (B) ARE HOPES (C).
THEIR BOOKS SPECIFY HOW SOME WISHES (B) ARE NOT DREAMS (A).
THE CONCLUSION IS THAT SOME DREAMS (A) ARE HOPES <C>»
R (LO )
ANY CHILD KNOWS THAT ALL FLOWERS (B) ARE GROWING THINGS (C).
FURTHER OBSERVATION DISCLOSES SOME FLOWERS (B) ARE NOT
BLOSSOMS ( A ) •
IT IS OBVIOUS THEN SOME BLOSSOMS (A) ARE GROWING THINGS (C).
R(C )
A LOGIC STUDENT FINDS THAT ALL BQJ (B) ARE MHZ (€>•
FURTHER ANALYSIS DETERMINES THAT SOME BQJ (B) ARE NOT ZFQ (A).
HE CONCLUDES THAT SOME ZFQ (A) ARE MHZ (C).
R(HI )
HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS INDICATE THAT ALL CABBAGE (C) IS FOOD (B).
BIOLOGICAL LABS DISCLOSE THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE NOT
FOOD (B)#
A CONCLUSION FROM THIS IS THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE
CABBAGE (C)
•
S(LO)
NONE WOULD UNERRINGLY DOUBT THAT ALL LETTUCE (C) ARE
LEAVES <B)«
GROUP CONSENSUS WOULD ADMIT THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE
NOT LEAVES (B).
ONE CONCLUDES FROM THIS THAT SOME VEGETABLES (A) ARE
LETTUCE <C )
S(C )
IF YOU WERE TO FIND ALL QXN (C) ARE ZQW
AND LATER TO DISCOVER THAT SOME XJB (A) ARE NOT ZQW (&)•••
YOU WOULD METHODICALLY CONCLUDE THAT SOME XJB (A) ARE QXN (C).
MOOD IE I
R(H)
IN THIS BIG WORLD SOME PRETTY THINGS (B) ARE GIRLS (C)«
ALSO ASTUTELY OBSERVED IS THAT NO PRETTY THINGS <B> ARE
UGLY (A).
THE HOLLYWOOD AND VINE TYPE CONCLUDES SOME UGLY THINGS (A)
ARE NOT GIRLS (C )
•
R (LO )
THE HIGHWAYS WILL SHOW THAT SOME GREEN THINGS (B) ARE CARS <C).
THE VARIEGATED COUNTRYSIDE SHOWS NO GREEN THINGS <B) ARE
BROWN (A)*
NATURE BOY DEDUCES THAT SOME BROWN THINGS (A) ARE CARS <C)»
***************************************^
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R ( C )
MEDICINAL LABELS READ THAT SOME ZJH ( B ) ARE XQJ (C).
SOAP MANUFACTURERS CONTEND THAT NO ZJH (B) ARE GXM (A).
THE INDUSTRIOUS HOUSEWIFE CONCLUDES THAT SOME GXM (A) ARE
XQJ ( C )
.
S < HI )
ALPINE TRAVELERS EXCLAIM HOW SOME MOUNTAINS <C> ARE
HIGH (R).
ENGINEERS OF TURBO-KINETICS KNOW NO LOW THINGS (A) ARE
H IGH (B )
.
FROM THIS CONNECTICUT VALLEY TOURISTS CONCLUDE SOME LOW
THINGS (A) ARE MOUNTAINS (C).
S ( LO )
BORAXO MANUFACTURERS KNOW THAT SOME CLEAN THINGS (C) ARE
CLOTHES (B ) .
WHO WOULD DISPUTE THAT NO WATERS (A) ARE CLOTHES (6>»
THE CONCLUSION FROM THE ABOVE IS SOME WATERS (A) ARE CLEAN <C)»
S ( C )
LITERATURE IN GENETICS DISCLOSES THAT SOME CXJ CO ARE GJO (B)«
GREENBAUM-S DISCOVERY IN GENETICS SHOWED NO ZQF (A) ARE GJQ (B)»
ONE CONCLUDES FROM THIS THAT SOME ZQF (A) ARE CXJ (C)«
MOOD EAI
K ( H I )
WEBSTER-S DICTIONARY STATES THAT NO LAKES (B ) ARE RIVERS <C).
WE LATER DISCERN THAT ALL LAKES (B) ARE WATERS (A).
BASED ON THIS WE CONCLUDE SOME WATERS (A) ARE RIVERS <C>.
R(LO)
HENRY DAVID THOREAU SURMISED THAT NO GRASS (B) IS RED (C).
HE FURTHER RECORDED THAT ALL GRASS (B) ARE PLANTS (A).
FROM THIS WE CONCLUDE THAT SOME PLANTS (A) ARE RED (C).
R C C )
ASTRONOMY STUDENTS KNOW THAT NO ZXF ( B ) ARE GJX (C) •
NIGHTS OF STUDY SHOW THAT ALL ZXF (B) ARE HFC (A).
WITH THESE DATA ONE CONCLUDES THAT SOME HFC (A) ARE GJX (C).
S(HI )
A CAREFUL DISCRIMINATION YIELDS THAT NO MUTTON (C) ARE
SHEEP (B).
CHILDHOOD DAYS TAUGHT US THAT ALL LAMBS (A) ARE SHEEP (B).
WE CONCLUDE FROM THE ABOVE SOME LAMBS (A) ARE MUTTON (C).
S(LO )
MOTHER TELLS FATHER THAT NO SOUNDS (C) ARE SOFT (B).
AT EVENING SHE SAYS THAT ALL SONGS (A) ARE SOFT (©)•
HER MUSICAL HUSBAND THEN CONCLUDES SOME SONGS (A) ARE
SOUNDS (C)»
S ( C )
THE MOD GENERATION KNOWS THAT NO QXJ (C) ARE GCQ CB) •
THE SWINGING SET KNOWS THAT ALL JFH (A) ARE GCQ (B).
THE VAUDEVILLE GRANNIES CONCLUDE SOME JFH (A) ARE QXJ <C>.
**#*************************** ***********************************
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MOOD I I I
R ( HI )
IT IS NOTICED THAT SOME ICE (B) IS COLD (C).
THE ICE BOX SHOWS THAT SOME ICE <B) ARE CUBES (A).
WE THEREFORE CONCLUDE THAT SOME CUBES (A) ARE COLD (C).
R (LO )
ANTOINE-S OF FLORIDA INSISTS THAT SOME EATS (B) ARE GOOD <€}*
IT ALSO INSISTS THAT SOME EATS ( B ) ARE MEATS (A)»
WE THEREFORE CONCLUDE THAT SOME MEATS (A) ARE GOOD (C).
R ( C )
COMPUTER MEN KNOW THAT SOME QXB (B) ARE KOF (C).
THEY ALSO KNOW THAT SOME QXB (B) ARE DJX (A)»
FROM THIS THEY CONCLUDE THAT SOME DJX (A) ARE KQF (C).
S(HI )
THE BIOLOGIST KNOWS THAT SOME STEMS '(C) ARE FLOWERS (B>.
WE ALL KNOW THAT SOME PLANTS ( A ) ARE FLOWERS ( B )
.
A CONCLUSION THEN IS THAT SOME PLANTS (A) ARE STEMS (C).
S (LO )
ANN LANDERS BELIEVES THAT SOME WISHES (C) ARE NEEDS ( B )
•
DEAR ABBEY FURTHER STATES THAT SOME DREAMS (A) ARE NEEDS (B).
LONELY HEARTERS THEREFORE CONCLUDE THAT SOME DREAMS (A) ARE
W ISHES ( C ) .
S ( C )
DIRECTION 1 STATES THAT SOME GXK (C) ARE XJF (B).
DIRECTION 35 INDICATES THAT SOME ZHJ (A) ARE XJF (b).
THE HARRIED MECHANIC THEN CONCLUDES THAT SOME ZHJ (A) ARE
GXK (€)•
MOOD EE I
R ( H I )
WE CAN ASSERT THAT NO SHORT THINGS (B) ARE TALL (C).
ONE MAY CONCOMITANTLY ASSERT THAT NO SHORT THINGS (B) ARE
LONG ( A )
•
WE THEN CONCLUDE THAT SOME LONG THINGS (A) ARE TALL (C).
R (LO )
WITHOUT QUESTION WHATSOEVER NO CAKES (B) ARE SALT I NES <C).
IT BEARS REPEATING NO CAKES (B) ARE CRACKERS (A).
FROM THIS WE DECIDE THAT SOME CRACKERS (A) ARE SALT I NES (C).
R ( C )
THE TV TECHNICIAN KNOWS THAT NO GQC (B) ARE QHJ (C)
•
IN COLOR CIRCUITRY NO GQC (B) ARE XKH (A).
THE ELECTRONIC DISSEMINATOR CONCLUDES THAT SOME XKH (A) ARE
QHJ ( C )
.
S ( H I )
WHO COULD DOUBT THAT NO LADIES (C) ARE MEN (B).
WHO WOULD ALSO QUESTION THAT NO WOMEN (A) ARE MEN (B).
THE JOYOUS CONCLUSION IS THAT SOME WOMEN (A) ARE LADIES (C).
S (LO)
ALL STUDENTS KNOW NO LABOR (C) IS LOAFING <B).
GEORGE MEAN I E WOULD AGREE THAT NO HARD THINGS (A) ARE LOAFING (B).
WE DRAW FROM THIS THAT SOME HARD THINGS (A) ARE LABOR (C).
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SCO
CRYTOGRAPHY STUDENTS KNOW THAT NO ZjH (C) ARE KQX ( ti )
.
HISTORICAL DATA FURTHER YIELDS THAT NO XFJ (A) ARE KQX <B).
WE THEREFORE DEDUCE THAT SOME XFJ (A) ARE ZJH (C).
**#*#*#**#********** ********^
R(HI) = R-EQU I VALENCE « HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(LO) = R-EOU I VALENCE • LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(C ) = R—EQU I VALENCE « CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
S(HI) = S-EQUI VALENCE* HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(LO) = S-EQUI VALENCE* LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S ( C ) = S-EQU I VALENCE* CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
A = SUBJECT OF CONCLUS I ON
B = MIDDLE TERM
C = PREDICATE OF CONCLUSION
NOTE — LOW VERBIAGE SYLLOGISMS FOR ALL MOOD-FIGURE-MEANINGFUL-
NESS COMBINATIONS ARE THE FORMAL LOGICAL SYLLOGISMS
WITH NO WORDS PRECEDING THE QUANTIFIERS.
APPENDIX XI
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VAL I D —H I GH VERB I AGE SYLLOG I SMS
*****************************
MOOD EIO
R (HI )
HARDWORKING HARRIET HOUSEWIFE SURVEYING HER SPOTLESS KITCHEN
DECLARED THAT NO CLEAN THINGS (B) ARE DIRTY <C).
FURTHER SURVEYING THE SWEET SMELLING LINEN SHE PROUDLY
ENUNCIATED THAT SOME CLEAN THINGS (B) ARE WHITE (A),
FROM THESE PENETRATING OBSERVATIONS SHE SUCCINTLY DEDUCED
THAT SOME WHITE THINGS CA) ARE NOT DIRTY (C)»
R (LO)
AS HE SHIMMIES DOWN THE SOOTY CHIMNEY JOLLY OLE ST. NICK
KNEW THAT NO LABOR (B) IS EASY (C).
BUT WITH A TWINKLE IN HIS EYE AND A BELLY FULL OF GOODIES HE
DECLARED THAT SOME LABOR (B) IS FUN (A).
AND I HEARD HIM CONCLUDE AS HE RODE OUT OF SIGHT THAT SOME
FUN (A) IS NOT EASY (C).
R ( C )
IN A DIFFICULT SYLLOGISTIC REASONING PROBLEM • IT IS GIVEN THAT
NO XQF (B) ARE FHJ <C).
THE SECOND STATEMENT, OR MI NOR PREM I SE « G I VES THAT SOME
XOF (B ) ARE KXB ( A ) .
THE CONCLUSION DEDUCED FROM THE ABOVE TWO PREMISES IS THAT
SOME KXB (A) ARE NOT FHJ (C)»
S ( H I )
ACCORDING TO CURRENT BIOLOGICAL THEORY NO WOMEN (C) ARE MEN <B).
PLACEMENT OF HOMO SAPIENS INTO DIVERSIFIED AGE GROUPS REVEALS
THAT SOME MALES (A) ARE MEN (B)
WITHOUT FURTHER ADO LET US CONCLUDE THAT SOME MALES (A)
ARE NOT WOMEN ( C )
•
S (LO )
THE TENDER YOUNG ELVES FROM THE WOODS KNOW THAT NO BUTTERFLIES
( C ) ARE UGLY (B ) •
GHOULIES AND GHOSTIES MOREOVER TESTIFY THAT SOME INSECTS (A)
ARE UGLY (&)•
THE ASPIRING STUDENT OF BOTANY « HEARING THE ABOVE* DEDUCES
THAT SOME INSECTS (A) ARE NOT BUTTERFLIES (C).
SCO
WHILE IN THE FOOTBALL HUDDLE JOHNNY UNITAS DIRECTS THAT NO
CX J ( C ) ARE ZQB ( B ) •
AT THE LINE HE FURTHER SIGNALS TO HIS TEAMATES THAT SOME
Q JH (A ) ARE ZQB (B ) .
FROM THESE SIGNALS THE COLT OFFENSIVE MAY THEN CONCLUDE THAT
SOME QJH (A) ARE NOT CXJ (C).
#*##**#####*####****#* ****************************^
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MOOD OAO
R ( H I )
THE VOICE OF AUTHORITY, WEBSTER-S NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY*
STATES THAT SOME (B) FAR THINGS ARE NOT NEAR (C)
•
FIVE YEAR OLD DIANA K I MPLE KNOWS THAT ALL FAR THINGS (B) ARE
A WAY ( A ) .
OUR METRIC MEASUREMENT EXPERT THEREFORE CONCLUDED THAT SOME
AWAY THINGS (A) ARE NOT NEAR (C).
R(LO)
THE CELEBRATED DEAN MARTIN WILL ADMIT THAT SOME DRINKS (B)
ARE NOT MARTINIS <C).
THE SUN-BEATEN ARAB OF THE SAHARA KNOWS THAT ALL DRINKS <b>
ARE WET (A).
WITH THESE GEMS OF WISDOM WE HAVE FORTHR I GHTLY CONCLUDED
THAT SOME WET THINGS (A) ARE NOT MARTINIS (C).
R ( C )
MOTHER FLETCHER STAUNCHLY INSISTS THAT IN HER NOTED CASTORIA
SOME XQL (B) ARE NOT ZXB (C).
FREDDIE THE FREELOADER* HAVING DOWNED A CASE. KNOWS THAT ALL
XQL (B ) ARF OGJ ( A )
.
DEDUCING FROM OUR EXPERTS- OPINIONS WE CONCLUDID THAT SOME
OGJ (A) ARE NOT ZXB <C).
MOOD AOO
S ( H I )
PTOLOMY, ARISTOTLE* PLATO AND MOSES KNEW THAT ALL CUBES (C) ARE
SQUARES ( B ) •
IT IS SAID THAT GEORGE WASHINGTON CROSSING THE POTOMAC KNEW THAT
SOME ROUND THINGS (A) ARE NOT SQUARE (B).
FROM THIS WEALTH OF PATRIARCHAL KNOWLEDGE WE HAVE CONCLUDED
THAT SOME ROUND THINGS (A) ARE NOT CUBES <C).
S ( LO )
SUNBLEACHED AND WIND-BLOWN SURFER JOE HAS TESTIFIED THAT ALL
OCEANS (C) ARE WET <B).
WITHOUT TEDIOUS TRIBULATION IT WOULD BE REASONABLE TO STATE
THAT SOME BLUE THINGS (A) ARE NOT WET (B )
•
IT HAS BEEN DEDUCED FROM THESE PREMISES THAT SOME BLUE THINGS
(A) ARE NOT OCEANS (C>.
MSSR. JACQUE LA POMME* WHIPPING UP LYNDON-S FAVORITE TAPIOCA
PUDDING, KNOWS THAT ALL X TL (C) ARE MZJ (B).
SECOND DELICATE STEP FOR THE GOURMET SPECIALLY STATES THAT SOME
ZGX (A) ARE NOT MZJ ( B )
•
TASTE-TINGLING DUPL I CATERS OF THE FAMED RECIPE HAVE CONCLUDED
THAT SOME ZGX (A) ARE NOT XTL (C).
*****************#********#**
R(HI) = R-EQUI VALENCE, HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(LO) = R-EQUI VALENCE, LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(C) = R-EQU I VALENCE, CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
SCHI) = S-EQUI VALENCE, HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(LO) = S-EQUI VALENCE, LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(C) = S-EQUI VALENCE, CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
A = SUBJECT OF CONCLUSION
B = M I DDLE TERM
C = PREDICATE OF CONCLUSION
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APPENDIX XII
VALID-MEDIUM VERBIAGE SYLLOGISMS
*****************************************************************
MOOD EIO
R (HI )
HARRIET HOUSEWIFE-S SPOTLESS KITCHEN SHOWS NO CLEAN THINGS <B)
ARE DIRTY (£)•
HER SWEET-SMELLING LININ REVEALS SOME CLEAN THINGS <B) ARE WHITE
( A ) •
SHE THUS DEDUCES THAT SOME WHITE THINGS (A) ARE NOT DIRTY (C)«
R(LO)
JOLLY ST. NICK KNEW NO LABOR (B) IS EASY (C)«
BUT HE ALSO KNEW THAT SOME LABOR (B) IS FUN (A).
SO ST. NICK CONCLUDED THAT SOME FUN (A) IS NOT EASY (C).
R ( C )
IT IS GIVEN THAT NO XQF (B) ARE FHJ (C).
THE SECOND PREMISE GIVES THAT SOME XQF (B) ARE KGB (A).
THE CONCLUSION IS THAT SOME KQB (A) ARE NOT FHJ (C).
S ( H I )
WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA STATES NO WOMEN (C) ARE MEN <B).
AGE-GROUPING SHOWS THAT SOME MALES (A) ARE MEN (B).
LET US PRECISELY CONCLUDE THAT SOME MALES (A) ARE MOT WOMEN CO*
S(LO)
FOREST ELVES KNOW THAT NO BUTTERFLIES (C) ARE UGLY (B)«
GHOULIES AND GHOSTIES TESTIFY THAT SOME INSECTS (A) ARE
UGLY (B).
ZOOLOGY STUDENTS DEDUCE FROM THIS SOME INSECTS (A) ARE NOT
BUTTERFLIES (C )
.
S ( C )
JOHNNY UNITAS DIRECTS THAT NO CXY (C) ARE ZUd (B)»
AT THE LINE HE INTERJECTS SOME QJH (A) ARE ZQB <B>.
THE COLT OFFENSIVE THEREFORE CONCLUDES SOME QJH (A) ARE NOT
CXJ <C).
MOOD OAO
R ( H I )
WEBSTER-S DICTIONARY STATES THAT ALL FAR THINGS (B) ARE
NOT NEAR (C).
EVEN 5 YEAR OLDS KNOW ALL FAR THINGS (B) ARE AWAY (A).
A METRIC MEASUREMENT EXPERT CONCLUDES SOME AWAY THINGS (A)
ARE NOT NEAR (C).
R(LO)
DEAN MARTIN WILL SOBERLY ADMIT SOME DRINKS (B) ARE NOT
MART I N I S ( C ) •
ARABS OF THE SAHARA KNOW ALL DRINKS (B) ARE WET (A).
AT THIS WE CONCLUDE THAT SOME WET THINGS (A) ARE NOT MARTINIS
( C ) .
*****************************************************************
R(C)
MOTHER FLETCHER INSISTS THAT SOME XQL CO) ARE NOT ZXB (C).
FREDDIE THE FREELOADER KNOWS ALL XQL <B> ARE QGJ tA ) •
WE DEDUCE FROM THIS THAT SOME QGJ (A) ARE NOT ZXB (C).
MOOD AOO
S ( H I )
PTOLEMY AND MOSES KNEW THAT ALL CUBES (C) ARE SQUARES (B).
WASHINGTON CROSSING THE POTOMAC KNEW SOME ROUND THINGS (A)
ARE NOT SQUARE (B)»
CONTEMPORARY SPECIALISTS HAVE DEDUCED THAT SOME ROUND THINGS
(A) ARE NOT CUBES (C).
S(LO)
SUNBLEACHED SURFER JOE KNOWS ALL OCEANS (C) ARE WET <B).
IT IS REASONABLE TO SAY SOME BLUE THINGS (A) ARE NOT WET ( B )
•
WE DEDUCE FROM THIS THAT SOME BLUE THINGS (A) ARE NOT OCEANS (C).
S ( C )
FIRST STEP FOR LYNDON-S FAVORITE TAPIOCA IS ALL XTL (C)
ARE MZJ (B)«
SECOND DELICATE STEP SAYS SOME ZGX (A) ARE NOT MZJ (B).
TO DUPLICATE WE CONCLUDE THAT SOME ZGX (A) ARE NOT XTL (C)«
R(HI) = R-EQUI VALENCE. HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(LO) = R-EQUI VALENCE* LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
R(C) = R-EQUI VALENCE* CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
S(HI) a S-EQUI VALENCE* HIGH ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(LO) = S-EQUI VALENCE* LOW ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTH WORDS
S(C) = S-EQUI VALENCE* CONTROL NONSENSE SYLLABLES
A s SUBJECT OF CONCLUSION
B = MIDDLE TERM
C = PREDICATE OF CONCLUSION
NOTE LOW VERBIAGE SYLLOGISMS FOR ALL MOOD-FIGURE-MEANINGFUL-
NESS COMBINATIONS ARE THE FORMAL LOGICAL SYLLOGISMS
WITH NO WORDS PRECEDING THE QUANTIFIERS.

